. ATR-FTIR spectra for Co NPs with 1 mM L-Lysine in MQ, 1 mM L-Glutamine in MQ and 1 mM L-Cysteine in MQ using MQ water as background. All spectra have been offset for clarity.
Estimation on limit of detection of amino acid adsorption in ATR-FTIR experiments
In order to elucidate limitations and capabilities of ATR-FTIR to detect adsorbed amino acids, the limit of detection was estimated for adsorbed species in terms of percentage of an equivalent full coverage of the amino acids on the Co NP film used in the ATR-FTIR experiments.
Results of lysine in ultrapure water were used as a reference point. The absorbance of the peak at 1390 cm -1 was ca. 0.0006. We assumed that this to be an absorbance that represents maximum adsorption -
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an equivalent of full coverage. We then look at the noise level at a position in the absence of any peaks in the same spectrum. The noise was estimated as the minimum and maximum values within 1225-1270 cm -1 (a relatively flat region with no peaks), and resulted in an absorbance of 0.00002. This noise value was multiplied by three to obtain a value significantly above the noise level that was used to estimated detection limit by relating this value to the peak absorbance for lysine in MQ. The resulting value was 10%, meaning that ATR-FTIR is capable of detecting approximately 10% of an equivalent full coverage of adsorbed amino acids. Figure S3 . Zeta potential data of Co NPs in pure PBS, 10 mM NaCl and phophate buffer. Each curve represents an individual sample.
Zeta potential PBS
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PBS without chloride
Fitting of ATR-FTIR spectra
Peak fitting was done by using the Origin software. A straight line was substracted at first to adjust the baseline, followed by peak fitting by using Gaussian functions. 
